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Summary of Findings 
 CoStar Group Inc.’s (CSGP) Apartments.com is a top-performing 

internet listing service (ILS) and is an important part of a 
multifaceted marketing plan, according to 10 of 12 sources. 

 CoStar’s investment in and overhaul of Apartments.com has 
produced a strong, market-leading product that offers superior 
apartment search features and a robust presentation of content. 
The site is equal to or better than RentPath LLC and Zillow Group 
Inc. (Z) in the production of online traffic, leads and lease 
conversion rates. 

 Apartments.com spending should increase in the fourth quarter 
and into 2017 for four of five sources listed in the top-50 
apartment management companies. Of the remaining 
property/marketing manager sources, spending with the site 
should be flat for four and down for one year to year. 

 Growth is expected to continue for Apartments.com, but the rate 
likely will slow because of high occupancy rates and no new 
inventory hitting the market until the back half of 2017. 

 Challenges for ILSs overall include the trend of property/marketing 
managers using multiple and startup ILS platforms based on the 
best geographic performance, pay-per-click and pay-per-lease 
listings, Alphabet Inc.’s (GOOG/GOOGL) Google search 
enhancements and AdWords, social media such as Facebook Inc. 
(FB), search engine optimization and search engine marketing 
enhancements to property websites, and geotargeting and 
retargeting. Two sources said ILS use is declining in light of these 
alternative advertising options. 
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Research Question: 

Is CoStar’s Apartments.com the best platform for advertising and returns for rental 
property managers? 
 

Silo Summaries 
1) Property Managers 
Eight of nine large-scale rental property managers and 
marketing executives acknowledged Apartments.com 
as a leading ILS on which an advertising presence is 
important. The remaining source is not yet sure of 
Apartments.com’s value and is experimenting with 
limited use of the site. Advertising spending with 
Apartments.com for the fourth quarter and 2017 will be 
up for four sources (all representing top-50 apartment 
management companies), flat for four and down for 
one. Apartments.com has generated strong traffic levels 
and acceptable conversion rates for all but one source. 
Two sources quantified the conversion rate: One said it 
was 25% compared with the competition’s 20%, while 
other said the rate for all ILSs was 35.4%. Two other 
sources said Apartments.com’s conversion outperforms 
the competition, while a third described the site’s 
conversion rate as high. RentPath and Zillow are 
Apartments.com’s primary competitors. 
 
2) Internet Listing Service Executives 
This executive for a top ILS considers Apartments.com 
an industry leader, along with RentPath and Zillow. 
Apartments.com’s recent investment in website 
improvements is providing the rental property seeker 
with a strong search experience and superior content 
offering that has become its key competitive strength. 
Its lead-to-lease conversion also has improved. 
Continued growth is expected for Apartments.com but 
at a slower rate than the recent 20% to 25%. 
Apartments.com can grow beyond 30% of its target 
market, but market conditions will influence that. 
 
3) Industry Specialists 
These two marketing consultants focused on midsized 
and small multifamily properties see this market 
segment as shifting away from ILSs or as selectively 
using ILSs based on geographic performance. Investing 
in in-house websites, pay-per-click and advertising 
consulting services is trending. Also, Google AdWords is 
becoming mainstream and allowing this market 
segment to reduce its dependency on traditional ILSs in 
favor of free listings and targeted advertising. When 
ILSs are used, sites that perform well in certain areas 
are selected. One source said Apartments.com does 
provide traffic and leads that convert to leases. 

Report Type: ☐ Initial Coverage Previously Covered Full Report ☐ Report Update 
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CoStar Group Inc.’s Apartments.com 

Background 
Blueshift Research’s June 23, 2015, report found CoStar’s investment in Apartments.com was producing improved leads and 
ROI; however, growth outside the rental market’s high end would be challenged by pricing and competition for at least the 
near term. Corporate property managers noted an uptick in Apartments.com’s lead flow and ROI since the website was 
relaunched earlier in 2015. Still, these sources’ spending on the service largely was projected to be flat to up slightly year to 
year. Meanwhile, midtier property managers reported enthusiasm for Apartments.com, but they saw no change in ROI or in 
plans to increase spending on the new site. Managers of single apartment buildings saw little value or ROI in listing with the 
site. The company’s market intelligence reports were considered superior to other industry resources. 
 
Apartments.com has outperformed the competition and is building its salesforce. Site visits and bookings continue to 
increase, and revenue is on the rise. Still, the company disappointed with its recent guidance, leaving questions as to whether 
its growth is sustainable. 
 
Current Research 
Blueshift Research assessed whether Apartments.com was the best ILS platform in terms of returns for property managers. 
We employed our pattern mining approach to establish three independent silos, comprising 12 primary sources and three 
secondary sources focused on the apartment ad market, the ILS industry and the technology explosion in the rental process: 

1) Property managers and marketing executives (9) 
2) Internet listing service executive (1) 
3) Industry specialists (2) 
4) Secondary sources (3) 

 
 

Next Steps 
Blueshift Research will monitor the performance and growth of CoStar’s Apartments.com as it continues to innovate and 
expand its salesforce. We also will monitor the ILS market to determine which sites are gaining or losing share, and we will 
research startup and technology offerings to identify growth and/or takeover candidates in the ILS community. 
 
 

Silos 
 
1) Rental Property Managers and Marketing Executives 
Eight of nine large-scale rental property managers and marketing executives acknowledged Apartments.com as a leading ILS 
on which an advertising presence is important. The remaining source is not yet sure of Apartments.com’s value and is 
experimenting with limited use of the site. Advertising spending with Apartments.com for the fourth quarter and 2017 will be 
up for four sources (all representing top-50 apartment management companies), flat for four and down for one. 
Apartments.com has generated strong traffic levels and acceptable conversion rates for all but one source. Two sources 
quantified the conversion rate: One said it was 25% compared with the competition’s 20%, while other said the rate for all 
ILSs was 35.4%. Two other sources said Apartments.com’s conversion outperforms the competition, while a third described 
the site’s conversion rate as high. RentPath and Zillow are Apartments.com’s primary competitors. Zumper, Dominion 
Enterprises Inc.’s ForRent.com and Apartment List were also discussed. Five sources said rental property marketing is 
evolving to using multiple tools, including a combination of ILS advertising, pay-per-click on sites like Google, pay-for-lease 
contracts with websites, geotargeting and retargeting, mobile apps and even traditional free listings on Craigslist. Spending 
for SEO and SEM to drive traffic to the property’s own website also is a part of marketing. All of this is contributing to a decline 
in the use of ILSs, according to two sources. Apartments.com’s expanded salesforce was mentioned by two sources; one 
views it as a value-add while the other said it is all about whoever brings in the best leads. The CoStar research available to 
subscribers of Apartments.com was discussed by three sources, but only two of the three actually use it. 
 

http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/061510CoStarsApartmentscomAdvancesConfinedtotheHighEndMarketforNow.pdf
http://www.fool.com/investing/2016/10/28/costar-group-inc-widens-its-lead-in-the-multifamil.aspx?source=djc&utm_campaign=article&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=djc
https://www.zumper.com/
https://www.forrent.com/
http://blog.apartmentlist.com/about/
http://www.craigslist.org/about/sites
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CoStar Group Inc.’s Apartments.com 

Key Silo Findings 
Rental Property ILS Market 

- All 9 use multiple ILS sites to advertise rental property listings. 
- Apartments.com, RentPath sites and Zillow are the leading ILS sited used. 
- Property websites are also a key part of the advertising mix, as is spending for SEO and SEM. 
- Google was referred to as the homepage for rental searching and spending to enhance positioning as part of the ad 

spend by management companies. 
- Pay-for-click and pay-for-lease are preferred over subscription advertising plans. 
- 2 think ad spending with ILSs is declining because of the successful use of free and pay-for-click/lease options. 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
- 8 said Apartments.com’s lead quantity and quality are good. 
- 1 said lead conversion is 25% compared with the competition’s 20%. 
- 1 said lead conversion is the same for Apartments.com and RentPath, at 35.4%. 
- 2 said Apartments.com produces lots of leads but limited conversion. 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
- 4 representing top 50 rental communities expect spending with Apartments.com to increase in Q4 and 2017. 
- 4 expect spending with Apartments.com to be flat. 
- 1 expects Apartments.com spending to decline. 

 
 

1) Marketing manager for a top-20 multifamily management company  

This source’s company plans to spend about 25% more on Apartments.com in 2017 than in 2016. This is admittedly off 
a relatively low base for this company’s size, and comes after a year of transition where the marketing team pulled back 
from having all units listed with CoStar, to a more experimental year of “proving” various ILSs and paid search by 
employing “surgical” targeting. Cost per lease, rather than the more widely used metric of cost per lead, is the benchmark 
of most interest to this source, and is one in which Apartments.com outperformed the ILS competition. Although the 
industry has been shifting from ILSs to paid search, this source believes a mix of the two is optimal since the pay-per-click 
space is becoming more competitive—and expensive. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “We use [a wide range of] the ILSs, and then we do our own PPC [pay-per-click] advertising, so the strategy [over the 

past few years] has been a combination of these.” 
 “Apartments.com this year has performed, I would say, the best out of all the ILSs. We also work with Zillow and 

Apartment List, Apartment Guide, Rent.com, and then some of the smaller partners for us would be like a 
ForRent.com. We don’t have as large of an exposure on that site as we do on some of the others.” 

 “We’re on a fiscal budget, so this is the time of year where we renegotiate and look towards the next year. There 
might be some that we look to decrease, since I’ve only got a certain pie, and if I’m going to increase with 
Apartments.com, I’ve got to come down somewhere else. 

 “Where subscription services are concerned, we’re probably going to decrease spending with Apartment Guide and 
Rent.com. There might be others.” 

 “We do a lot of analytics to benchmark and optimize spending, to really focus on the cost per lease. Not even so 
much cost per lead—which is a metric a lot of people use, though we’ll definitely look at that to make sure we’re not 
spending too much for a particular what we call ‘guest card,’ so a particular lead. What we’re more interested in is 
does that person lease? Do they move in? That’s what we benchmark all of our advertising sources to, including 
Google and the ILSs.” 

 “I know that where the [multifamily] industry is shifting is from ILSs to paid search [e.g., one’s own paid/brand 
advertising with Google rather than going through an ILS], and that wasn’t necessarily the case four years ago.” 

 “Paid search is a really strong performer for us. But going forward this is going to be the challenge, because we just 
see more competitors in that [PPC] space. So while it’s always been pay to play in that space, from an organic 
ranking perspective, ILSs just have the bulk for their websites to show higher than [our site]. So while search 
performs really well, and paid advertising performs really well, there’s a point to where [putting increasingly more of 
your budget in search gets expensive]. You still need ILSs in the mix.” 

http://www.apartmentguide.com/
http://www.rent.com/
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CoStar Group Inc.’s Apartments.com 

 “I do find [Apartments.com] a little inflexible on the rates side, especially because we had a bit of a transition this 
year. As a customer, I ultimately want flexibility, and I want the flexibility to list a certain community in a certain 
month, and then maybe not the next month. I understand that’s hard on their side, with their business model, but I 
think also [a lot of flexibility has been lost] since they’ve combined [Apartments.com and Apartment Finder]. I can 
still list properties month to month, but I’m not able to decide which [of the two sites] I want to be on. I have to be on 
all or none.” 

 “At the start of the year I had one community that did well on Apartment Finder but not so much on Apartments.com, 
and I was able to list it Apartment Finder but not Apartments.com. But [CoStar] changed the setup on their side 
midyear to where that’s not possible, and now I’m locked into a higher rate [to list on both sites simultaneously]. 
They see it as [a good thing because] I’m getting listed on two sites … but I’d rather spend less and put it on the site 
that I see performing better. I’ve lost any kind of visibility to know whether the person was looking on the Apartment 
Finder website … or on Apartments.com. I’ve asked for that data from them, but it’s not as transparent on my side.” 

 “I feel like I’m forced to be on both sites, and in a sense I feel like I’m wasting some money because I’m on a site 
that might not mean anything [to the demographic I’m going for with a particular property]. So this translates to less 
flexibility on their rates.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “Specifically in relation to Apartments.com, we’ve definitely seen a [positive] shift this year. Every year’s been a little 

bit different. When I first joined [this company a few years ago], we had kind of blanket coverage on Apartments.com, 
so every single one of our communities was listed. That’s where, from a metric standpoint, for the cost we were 
paying overall, [Apartments.com wasn’t] necessarily hitting our benchmark.” 

 “In more recent years, we’ve pulled back [from Apartments.com] in order to optimize our spend, so spending in the 
right communities, in the right places and at the right time. If a community is 98% occupied, we don’t need to 
advertise for them as much.” 

 “So we’ve gone through some transition years [with Apartments.com]. 
Every year’s been a bit of a different setup from a contract perspective, and 
in terms of a commitment on the spend side from us, or what portion of our 
budget we’re going to allocate.” 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “We don’t completely have our budgets final for next year, but I would say 

we will spend 25% more with Apartments.com. It’s significant, but I’d also 
say we were at a relatively low level, because we needed to prove some 
things out this year. 

 “Going into next year, Apartments.com will probably be a bigger piece of 
the pie than we’re at this year, just because we’ve seen their numbers turn 
around [in terms of performance]. And I think part of that is because we’ve 
really been able to optimize. So instead of having that blanket coverage 
that we had three, four years ago, we’ve actually gone in and said, ‘We’re 
going to spend X dollars with you,’ and then pick and choose the 
communities that are listed at any one time.” 

 “Because there might be some markets … like Dallas, where 
Apartments.com isn’t very strong. So it doesn’t make sense to list my communities in Dallas on the site. We’re being 
really ‘surgical’ in terms of which communities are being listed on which sites. And that’s allowed us to really get their 
cost per lease benchmarked against our own sources in a good way.” 

 “With the improvements [Apartments.com] has done on their website, the combination of the [site with our surgical 
targeting] has helped to get their metrics to where we would likely increase our investment next year.” 

 “For me, what’s most beneficial [in terms of Apartments.com’s recent changes] is anything they’ve done on the SEM 
and SEO side, that gets them to the top of the list. From a paid advertising perspective, I imagine they have a pretty 
robust paid advertising. Even just the branded advertising they’ve been doing, with Jeff Goldblum and those type of 
things—just getting their name out there, so people see them as a [go-to website] when they’re searching for an 
apartment.” 

 “As far as [Apartments.com’s] research side, we haven’t really delved into that too much. We use a lot of other 
resources for market research. So I know we’ve talked to them in the past [about using Apartments.com research] 
and the conversation remained open with them, but we don’t currently use their research side.” 

 

Going into next year, 
Apartments.com will probably 
be a bigger piece of the pie 
than we’re at this year, just 
because we’ve seen their 
numbers turn around [in terms 
of performance]. And I think 
part of that is because we’ve 
really been able to optimize. 

Marketing manager 
Top-20 multifamily 

management company 

http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/jeff-goldblum-back-new-ads-apartmentscom-time-directed-bob-odenkirk-170522
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CoStar Group Inc.’s Apartments.com 

2) Marketing director of a top-50 owner/developer/manager real estate company 

The ILS space is increasingly a muddle, one in which it is difficult for a property owner/manager to evaluate the 
effectiveness of different models and lead-generation sites. Evolving formats and terms also add to the difficulty of 
figuring out how to apportion listings with various providers. Apartments.com remains one of the go-to ILSs, but probably 
ranks below competing sites operated by RentPath. The top-quality site draws an incredible amount of traffic, but its 
position at the top of the funnel means that its lead conversion rate is typically low. Now faced with having to pay for 
listings, property managers’ usage could decline over time in favor of sites that offer free listings or deliver consistently 
higher-quality traffic, which translates to a better overall service package. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “We’re primarily with RentPath sites, such as Rent.com and Apartment Guide. We also use the CoStar network and 

Apartments.com. Which ones we select depends on performance, how well they drive traffic and, ideally, how many 
leases they deliver.” 

 “We’ll also use Zillow portfolio-wide, and there are other free players we syndicate to. Another is Apartment List, 
which is a subscription model.” 

 “I prefer, and many of my peers I think prefer, a pay-per-lease model, and Apartments.com doesn’t offer that. 
Apartment List and Zumper are smaller, and they offer that model that is more appealing because I only pay for what 
they’re sending me—only if the lease is done. That eliminates the question 
of lead quality.” 

 “Apartments.com and Apartment Guide will send us leads, but it’s often 
just noise. Other models spend more time on lead qualification because 
that’s how they’re getting paid.” 

 “Our own websites are always the No. 1 converter for us. But that number 
is always going to be inflated because we’re at the bottom of the funnel.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “They’re more of a volume model, where they’re getting eyeballs to their 

site but conversion to lease is not as good as other sites. That matters a lot 
because we as a REIT [real estate investment trust] are always under 
pressure to be efficient. If we have to spend a lot of time qualifying leads, 
it’s a waste of time.” 

 “They probably have a third to half of our portfolio, but it flexes year in and 
year out.” 

 “All of our properties were listed on the site at one time, some of which we 
were paying for. Over the past four months, they’ve said that if we want to 
stay on the site we’ll have to pay. We’ve eliminated some listings, but it hasn’t impacted our occupancy. We have a 
few less leads, but occupancy has stayed about the same.” 

 “CoStar is No. 2 or 3 from an ROI perspective. RentPath and Zillow are better in the internet listing space.” 
 “Their strengths are in name recognition; they have the best, awesome URLs. People know Apartments.com because 

they’ve done a great job of getting their name out there. But in doing so they’re passing those costs on to us, and our 
rates are going up.” 

 “They do a pretty good job in lead quality, but from a volume standpoint I have issues with the lead quality I get from 
that number. I’d rather them send me fewer but more qualified leads.” 

 “They’re sometimes too high up in the funnel, where it takes the average renter 45 days to make a decision. So 
they’re sending them to us early in the process when people are still looking at maybe five different properties. 
People are starting with them and peppering several sites, which are sending traffic to lots of companies. But that’s 
the nature of where they’ve positioned themselves.” 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “We’ll be the same in the fourth quarter but maybe slightly increase our usage in 2017. The main reason is our lead 

development pipeline. We turn all the major ILSs on at the beginning of the year until things begin to stabilize.” 
 “If they went to a pay-per-lease model, I’d maybe say to them, ‘Here’s the entire portfolio.’ And if that free model 

came back and offered some proof of performance that could lead me down the path of adding more properties to 
their site.” 

Their strengths are in name 
recognition; they have the best, 
awesome URLs. People know 
Apartments.com because 
they’ve done a great job of 
getting their name out there. 
But in doing so they’re passing 
those costs on to us, and our 
rates are going up. 

Marketing director 
Top-50 real estate company 
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CoStar Group Inc.’s Apartments.com 

 “When we’re looking at projections, if the rental supply is increasing we’ll have to be more aggressive, so 2017 might 
be more challenging.” 

 
 

3) Marketing professional in the Pacific Northwest for a top-50 multifamily management company  

Apartments.com and Zillow are the top-performing ILSs. Spending on Apartments.com will likely increase or stay the 
same. Apartments.com generates “a good amount” of leads and leases at the lowest cost, and conversion is “pretty 
high.” Spending on competing sites will decrease. RentPath does not convert as well as Apartments.com. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “N/A 
Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “From a performance standpoint, [Apartments.com is] one of the top two ILSs that generates a good amount of 

leads, and conversion is pretty high. We currently have lots of properties on there, and depending on how traffic to 
the property goes, we might add more properties on there or upgrade their package for higher placement.” 

 “Nationally, Apartments.com has performed well for us too. Our cost per lead and lease with Apartments.com is 
always the lowest among the paid subscriptions. 

 “Zillow is another great source for us.” 
Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “[Our spending with Apartments.com] will likely either increase or remain the same.” 
 “[Spending on competing websites] will likely decrease. Other sites, especially RentPath, do not convert as well as 

Apartments.com does.” 
 “We definitely cancel any subscriptions that aren’t performing. We typically only utilize SEM on lease-ups because we 

see a higher conversion compared to a stabilized property on SEM. That doesn’t mean we don’t have any stabilized 
properties with SEM. We do, but only if they absolutely need and are in a market with lots of new products and our 
product is not new.” 

 “Market conditions, number of competitors, traffic to the property, and seasonality [are all factors that could lead us 
to use Apartments.com more or less].” 

 “[Apartments.com’s salesforce expansion and increased spending on research are] a great value-add to their 
product and services. The more we know about how the marketing is doing, the better we can prepare ourselves and 
come up with appropriate strategies. The more market information and forecast available, the better we can make 
informed decisions.” 

 
 

4) Marketing executive for a top-50 multifamily management group throughout the United States  

Apartments.com vastly outperforms competing ILSs for this source. Spending will stay the same with CoStar but will drop 
for competing sites into 2017. Pay-per-click, geotargeting and retargeting are all tools gaining traction in the space. ILSs 
in general are upping their mobile game. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “We use CoStar, RentPath, Apartment List, ForRent, and one property is advertising on Zillow.” 
 “We know across our portfolio which works more than another. The single most important factor is performance.” 
 “[With regard to ROI] we do excellent on Apartment List. They’re a pay-per-lease locator site. We have a healthy pay-

per-click program on our sites. This gives us quite a bit of traffic and leases. CoStar does the best for us on a strictly 
ILS site.” 

 “Pay-per-click, geotargeting and retargeting are all great sources. Additionally, our ILSs are working on upping their 
mobile game as well. I believe these alternate forms of advertising will only get bigger.” 

 “CoStar sites are far and above doing better than any of their competitors. I believe it’s simply due to the advertising 
dollars they’re throwing out there. As well as the fact they have six different platforms to appeal to different types of 
users.” 

 “[Apartments.com’s] website is very user-friendly. It’s engaging and always ends up at the top of the Google search. 
Due to the fact they have so much advertising, they’re a huge source of traffic. 
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 “Cons: When they first went live with real-time availability, they listed every single unit available. Having a property of 
over 1,300 units, you can imagine how many units showed. It was like that for months. They have finally fixed the 
error. Additionally … old information saved in their database that we turned off occasionally shows up.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “The volume and quality [of leads from Apartments.com are] far superior [to the competition].” 
 “We have properties all over the U.S. For the most part, Apartments.com is far superior.” 
 “Typically the ROI is much higher on Apartments.com and CoStar sites in general. 
Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “With the exception of new properties we’ll be purchasing, for which we’ll be adding CoStar, [our spending with 

CoStar] will stay the same over 2017.” 
 “I foresee our spending decreasing with competing ILSs [into 2017].” 

 
 

5) Business manager for a California residential community owned by a top-50 national multifamily company  

Apartments.com is among the strongest performing ILSs for this large, new 1,200-unit community in terms of leads, and 
spending with CoStar will increase through the second quarter of next year as a result. Since this is a new community, 
leads are the key determinant of where to allocate resources. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “Apartments.com is definitely one of the top-performing ILSs in the marketplace. We do put a high weight on their 

[website and services].” 
 “We use probably 20 other sites. We use all of the major players out there—ForRent, Apartment Guide, CoStar, 

Zillow.” 
 “Apartments.com is one of our top performers, but we do look at [the relative performance of competing sites] on a 

day-to-day basis. But we put a high priority on Apartments.com.” 
Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “The pipeline on leads is strong [with Apartments.com].” 
 “We’re in the early phase [of this particular] development, so it’s tough to see return on investment yet. We [choose 

who to spend money with] based on leads, and Apartments.com is very strong there.” 
Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “We are invested [with Apartments.com] at the top tier, and we’re very happy with them.” 
 “We do expect an upward trend [with the dollars we will spend on Apartments.com in the fourth quarter] with their 

ability to provide collaborative search. We feel like they’re going to be favorable year over year, and also first and 
second quarters [of 2017] will be higher than 2016.” 

 “We are a new property, so there’s not much [historical] data to come off of, but based on our feeling about 
[Apartments.com] we do plan to see some great results from them. We know that a lot of people use the site to look 
for apartments in this market.” 

 “We are aware of [Apartments.com’s salesforce expansion and increased spending on research]. But basically at the 
end of the day, it’s whoever brings the best leads in for us.” 

 
 

6) Digital marketing specialist with a multifamily real estate property management company with 93 communities  

Although this company spreads its listing business around to several ILS providers, its properties lean heavily on 
Apartments.com, which is among the most visible and highly trafficked sites. Its model of flat pricing for exposure, 
however, has some drawbacks that has the source’s firm evaluating other models, most notably pay-per-lease. Still, 
Apartments.com offers one of the most complete and consistently reliable lead and lead conversion packages available, 
prompting the firm to sign a new service pact. As Apartments.com continues to work to enhance the quality of its site and 
customer service, this property manager appears likely to stay on board for the foreseeable future. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “It’s up to regional managers mostly as to which sites they use, because property-to-property some might work better 

in some markets than others.” 

http://www.forrent.com/
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 “The networks we’re mostly on are Apartments.com, RentPath’s Apartment Guide and Zillow. The mix depends on 
our particular needs and factors like pricing and package offers that might be available.” 

 “Sometimes regional managers will come to me when they’re trying to decide to see if I have analytics that’ll allow us 
to see what’s generating traffic and what’s not. I generally support them on their decisions.” 

 “We used to pride ourselves on having good property sites. Now that’s tougher because ILSs are dumping money 
into search engine optimization, which means they’re getting more traffic than the property sites. They’re optimized 
to where you can pull up 50 properties in one search. But in Google searches we can get beat out by the big boys.” 

 “I’m a big advocate of Zillow, which is a pay-by-contact service that is capped at certain amount at some point, 
whereas Apartments.com is a flat rate where you pay even if something flops and you’re knocked out of the water.” 

 “Pay-per-lease is a cool model, and Zumper and Apartment List are structured like that I think. For certain markets 
that makes sense, where it doesn’t pay to pay the same price where you can get more bang for the buck in only 
paying for what you get.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “From what I can tell in talking with managers, lead quality is normally pretty good, usually because we’re able to 

present so much information on our properties on the site.” 
 “The ability that users have to see multiple properties and gather a lot of information all at once means they know 

what they’re getting into. So by the time we get a request for more information, they have a good idea of what they 
want.” 

 “[Apartments.com is] getting a ton of traffic because they’ve been advertising their butts off lately. The site will be 
among the top results on Google searches because of that traffic.” 

 “The majority of our properties have gold- or platinum-level membership packages that are offered at flat rates. The 
package structure differs and affects where you show up in search results. 
The advantages the higher-level packages offer are in where you show up 
in the listings and whether similar properties nearby are shown.” 

 “They can be expensive, but you might end up shooting yourself in the foot 
if you’re not on their site.” 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “We just signed a master agreement with them, so we should be locked in 

for next year. I’m not sure of its details, but I’m pretty sure it’s where we 
get a certain rate and a level of support to meet our needs.” 

 “If it were up to me, I’d recommend that we stay heavily with them in 
2017, and maybe to move away from RentPath and Guardian [Real Estate 
Services] and maybe move more to Zillow. We’ve been with them in a 
small capacity for a couple of years, and in the past six months we’ve had 
more properties start to use it.” 

 “There’s a lot of industry speculation that prices are going up, and they’re 
already not cheap. If there’s a price increase, it may cause us to reallocate 
some money to others. But they’re the giant in the space, and at some point and some level you do need to be 
there.” 

 “The company that bought [Apartments.com] has poured a lot of money into the site, and I can see they’re spending 
money to generate more leads for customers.” 

 “They already have such a big footprint that I can’t imagine there’s much more room for growth. But I sense they’re 
trying to improve customer service.” 

 “We met with them a couple of weeks ago, and we mentioned how great the new oversight from CoStar appeared to 
be. They said they were working on some initiatives that included more educational offerings on the site. It sounds 
like they’re trying to be more property manager–friendly. I’ve never thought it was bad, but it’s always welcome.” 

 “The research they offer is not necessarily of value to me, but our acquisitions department has found it helpful and 
they use their database services all the time.” 

 “I’ve noticed that they’ve started to do more with rearranging and remarketing ads on the site, where you might see 
a sponsored ad for a website you had just been on. So it indicates to me that they’re trying to become more of a 
marketing partner and not just a pure ILS. I definitely think they’re doing their homework in terms of innovation and 
technological fluency.” 

 
 

[Apartments.com is] getting a 
ton of traffic because they’ve 
been advertising their butts off 
lately. The site will be among 
the top results on Google 
searches because of that 
traffic. 

Digital marketing specialist 
Multifamily real estate 

management company 

http://www.gres.com/
http://www.gres.com/
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7) Property manager for a 300-unit apartment complex, part of a 17,000-unit real estate company  

Although the ILS universe is steadily being filled with more choices, Apartments.com stands out as one of the most 
consistent suppliers of quality leads. As long as the site continues to produce, it will draw a solid portion of the ILS spend. 
An established and professional online presentation, contrasted with a proliferation of gimmicky sites, draws the type of 
traffic being sought, and referrals produce an acceptable level of conversions. Its production and comparatively strong 
ROI, though, will continue to be closely monitored as more competitors continue to emerge and as new factors, such as 
adaptability to the mobile-device environment, play a bigger role. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “Each property under the company’s umbrella has carte blanche on who they choose to work with, but the majority of 

properties tend to go with the same groups. There is money budgeted for discretionary advertising, and we use 
virtually everyone out there—Apartment Guide, Rent.com and the like.” 

 “I certainly differentiate between sites that generate empty traffic vs. those that are truly converting. We can get all 
kinds of inquiries, but if it’s not converting it’s a waste of time.” 

 “When I feel like a company is spending a lot of money on advertising and marketing, I figure I’ll be paying for that 
somehow. I’ve never seen a set of projections that aren’t characterized as fantastic. All that’s great, but I like to look 
at hard numbers. Is it translating to more and better leads? 

 “We look at reports daily on where leads are coming from and how well they convert. Some websites send us traffic, 
but we never get anything out of it.” 

 “Our experience is that some of the larger sites aren’t going to attract the type of renter we’re catering to. We’re in a 
part of town charging some of the highest rents in the city. They’re not the 
types who are going to go to Craigslist.” 

 “If we get good performance out of a particular app or site, we’ll invest into 
other ways to get to the top of their listings. If we get a lot of leads, we’ll 
throw more money at it.” 

 “The emergence of sites that strive to have the funniest comedian or some 
other similar hook is not of any interest to us. Everyone seems to have 
some kind of mascot now. But I see a shift in thinking where people are 
deciding not to go with sites like that.” 

 “Apartments.com is easy to navigate, very comprehensive with videos, 
photos, floor plans. And as things change, it’s easy to update our listings. I 
can’t think of many negatives. One may be that there aren’t a lot of reviews. 
That’s not their bread and butter, and I don’t know how many people really 
use those.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “It’s in our top three among sites in converting applications from leads, and 

it’s the top outside source in terms of conversions aside from our personal 
website. But I don’t necessarily put a lot of emphasis on applications because we’re often full and we may not be 
able to supply the apartment.” 

 “I’d say they’re slightly better in terms of ROI than many of the others.” 
 “In terms of the sheer level of traffic we get from [Apartments.com], they’re nearly two times what the closest other 

online sites send us. So we’ve always emphasized having a strong presence on it.” 
 “The lead quality is usually very good. The closing ratio, the number of applications received, is a little better than the 

others. We’re seeing close to 25% conversions from them compared to 20% for many of the others.” 
Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “We’re not going to change anything for the rest of the year. We’re reevaluating our expenditures on internet listings 

as we head into 2017, but I can’t imagine our use going down. We’re at 98% occupancy, so we may cut back on any 
extra kind of marketing and then bump it back up as we head into leasing season in March.” 

 “We’re seeing significant growth in our own website traffic. We’ve invested quite a bit in it, and if we’re getting much 
better traffic we’ll rely on it more.” 

 “The market information they provide on their site is comprehensive, but it’s not always as accurate as they lead you 
to believe. I follow it, but I don’t put a lot of stock in it.” 

In terms of the sheer level of 
traffic we get from 
[Apartments.com], they’re 
nearly two times what the 
closest other online sites send 
us. … We’re seeing close to 
25% conversions from them 
compared to 20% for many of 
the others. 

Property manager 
300-unit apartment complex 
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 “I don’t profess to go through the reports or request the ones they offer very often. But I’ll say that with CoStar they 
have the advantage in that regard. With their partnerships and ownership, they have their hands on virtually any 
information you might want.” 

 “They have most recognizable name, and while I may dismiss some of their marketing campaigns, I do remember it 
and suffice it to say it’s working for us.” 

 “I guess they could be well positioned to grow, but it may be a cost to us.” 
 
 

8) Marketing vice president of a regional apartment property owner/manager in the Midwest 

In a period of transformation in the entire ILS space, Apartments.com and other related CoStar sites remain important 
sources of leads at the top of the funnel. Used by fewer properties than RentPath’s sites, CoStar listings nonetheless 
show a bit better performance in bringing in qualified leads. Still, both are about equal in their ultimate lease conversion 
ability. The bigger story is that ILS usage is steadily going down amid a renewed push to generate more traffic, leads and 
conversions via a mix of improved property websites, internet search and Facebook. As the slow but steady transition 
continues toward lead-generation tools that cost less money, the Apartments.com network should remain an important 
piece of the leasing puzzle, and possibly even more so in the short term if its costs come in line with the changing market 
and if customer service is improved. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “Our predominant No. 1 is RentPath and their subsidiaries, such as Apartment Guide, Rent.com, Rentals.com and 

LiveLovely.com. Of our 85 communities, 42 advertise with RentPath, but not solely. Apartments.com is second 
across the board. There are 25 properties that use them. We use Craigslist, too, and what not, but as far as big paid 
ILSs it’s RentPath and CoStar.” 

 “The top criteria we use are the number of leases we’re able to gain via the 
listings and the cost per lease. Most of the large ILSs provide tracking 
numbers, and we also use a lead tracking service called [Yardi Systems 
Inc.’s] PopCard for a number of locations.” 

 “For decades, RentPath has been a big one for us, partly because in our 
market in particular, our local apartments association had a long 
partnership with Apartment Guide.” 

 “Our portfolio is very diverse, and some communities will advertise with 
more than one ILS. And some don’t use them at all. But it’s not up to them 
completely. I’ll generally run an analysis, look at the results and then make 
a recommendation to the management team, and we’ll make a joint 
decision.” 

 “We’ve also used ForRent.com, but found it to not be particularly effective in 
the markets where we do business. I have maybe one or two communities 
advertising on it.” 

 “Each location has its own site and Facebook page, which is a lead source, 
and we also have claimed listings on Google. Some communities do ad 
boosting and ads on Facebook, which is very inexpensive and effective.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “The return on investment from different sites varies, and it depends on the 

specific property. In some cases, RentPath is better; in others, 
Apartments.com is better.” 

 “We’re getting a slightly better lead quality from Apartments.com; we’re 
seeing a 23% conversion rate from lead to traffic for the CoStar family of 
ILSs and a 15% rate with RentPath. It’s funny, though, because when you look at the conversion rate from traffic to 
lease, it’s identical at 35.4%. When you look at the quality of traffic, it seems Apartments.com and Apartment Finder 
are providing us with an 8% better performance in terms of better qualified leads.” 

 “The total number of leases signed in 2016 is 6,670. Relatively speaking, CoStar has generated 546 year to date, 
and we spent a lot of money to get them. By comparison, we got 526 through Google, and we didn’t have to spend a 

We’re seeing a 23% conversion 
rate from lead to traffic for the 
CoStar family of ILSs and a 
15% rate with RentPath. It’s 
funny, though, because when 
you look at the conversion rate 
from traffic to lease, it’s 
identical at 35.4%. When you 
look at the quality of traffic, it 
seems Apartments.com and 
Apartment Finder are providing 
us with an 8% better 
performance in terms of better 
qualified leads. 

Marketing VP 
Regional apartment property 

owner/manager, Midwest 

http://www.rentals.com/
https://livelovely.com/
http://www.yardi.com/products/yardi-popcard/
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dime. RentPath produced 656, so they each produced about 10%. In the old days, it was maybe 80%. Resident 
referrals produced 787 by our definition, while 592 were word-of-mouth, and driveby, the old standard, 1,353.” 

 “Our cost-per-lease figures with Apartments.com are artificially deflated for 2016 because we had a lot of locations 
that were listed but were not paying, because until recently there were free listings for all locations. Once they 
launched the new site in 2015, they listed everyone regardless of whether you were paying or not. So while we have 
25 locations that are now paying, all the rest had free listings that we were generating traffic from.” 

 “The Apartments.com site has absolutely been improved. Their search is map-based, and now everyone else seems 
to be following suit. In their old model you’d pay a premium to be on the top of the listing, but it could be that the 
property wasn’t matching the criteria of the renter, which was annoying. With their new map, you can say this is 
where you want to live and draw an outline of an acceptable area using the mouse, and all the properties in that are 
pop up. RentPath has that, but you can’t draw a polygon like you can with Apartments.com” 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “If they’re able to drive more qualified traffic to our locations, we could use them more. But price is always huge for 

us too. If they were able to come down on pricing and kick up customer service in the form of better interaction with 
local reps that would help.” 

 “I hear from their account reps pretty seldom as opposed to RentPath; those people are reaching out to me all the 
time, and not necessarily just to sell themselves. … It illustrates they’re keeping an eye on the portfolio.” 

 “Apartments.com was very hands-on when they were first starting to make the changes when CoStar entered the 
picture. These days it’s like crickets; you don’t hear from them very much.” 

 “For the rest of 2016 and into next year for our company, the goal is to ramp down the usage of ILSs and rely more 
heavily on our apartment community websites as well as search engine results. We’re in the process of doing that.” 

 “Five years ago every one of our locations had an ad in an ILS someplace. Now that’s not the case. We have about 
20 today that don’t advertise on any ILS. I’d say we’ve been steering away from them for the past three to five years. 
And Google search is probably the reason. Google is ‘smart’; it knows where you’re searching from, and it will tailor 
its results more quickly.” 

 “I will say that that I believe today’s renter is not looking to an ILS first. In fact, it’s said 65% of them are going to 
rating and review sites first to determine where to look.” 

 “We’ll keep using ILSs until other things produce more than they do, and that’s been the trend. We’re cutting away 
all the time, but as long as they produce results we’ll continue to use them until we start getting more leases from 
cheaper or free sources.” 

 “They’re transitioning free listings out, and I think they hope to have that done by the end of the year. So we’ll be 
paying a monthly fee for a certain level of listings, whether it’s platinum, gold or silver. And the people who pay more 
will be at the top of the search; RentPath does the same thing.” 

 “It was clever on their part to show that even without paying you could generate leases from their site, but they’ve 
taken that away as an incentive to now pay for listings.” 

 “We’re on the gold level in most of the properties that use Apartments.com, and a few are on platinum and silver. 
The cost for gold level is around $850 a month with RentPath, and with CoStar it’s around $600. For premium 
platinum it’s around $1,000 for both.” 

 “An extended agreement has not been offered to us, but the chances are slim that we’d do it. Their longest looks to 
be around six months.” 

 “We engage with CoStar so we can also get their research reports. They provide extremely accurate and 
comprehensive comparative analyses on the market that are largely used by folks on our acquisition teams.” 

 
 

9) Senior executive of a multifamily group in the Seattle area  

This property group will decrease spending with Apartments.com in 2017. The firm has taken money out of almost all 
ILSs over the last three years, and instead has concentrated spending on SEO and SEM, a shift that has largely benefited 
Google. Zillow, an ILS that delivered fewer leads but more conversions, was the exception to this trend, and has been 
retained. The group did turn to Apartments.com for just one property this quarter, but has seen just one conversion and 
not a lot of traffic since the “expensive” ad went up a few weeks ago. On the plus side, this source was impressed that 
her package with Apartments.com included targeted ads on Facebook. 
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Rental Property ILS Market 
 “We’re a good case study for [trends in the ILS space] because we’ve opened a number of communities in the last 

three years or so—lease-ups. And we’ve used the marketing tactics of using every ILS, as well putting a substantial 
amount of money into SEO and SEM for property websites, to drive traffic to the communities as we lease up.” 

 “We tracked all of the sources [over that three years] and then the leads that convert to leases, and we found that 
while we do get a substantial amount of traffic from ILSs, it’s not necessarily qualified leads.” 

 “So we started peeling away all of our communities from all ILSs, with the exception of Zillow, which does not drive a 
substantial amount of traffic but does convert to leases.” 

 “And we’ve continued to pay a small amount for SEO or pay-per-click ads, through Google search basically, to drive 
traffic to our property websites.” 

 “Because the Seattle market is cyclical and traffic dies so much after September, we have in some cases … picked 
up ILSs sometimes in the fourth and first quarters. We’re hoping this drives more traffic to our property websites.” 

 “Conversion, if you look strictly from an ROI perspective, I still can’t tell you for certain if [ILSs overall] are worth it. 
And in general we don’t budget a lot of funds for ILSs.” 

 “We do have some newer developments. We have a newer community that opened up in February, but it’s already 
reached its stabilization. The rest of our communities are between one and six years old.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “We have an ILS that we just picked up right now, which is 

Apartments.com. We did use them in the past, when they first rolled out 
with their big marketing campaign [last year]. And we dropped them 
because we were having issues with their feed. But we thought we’d give 
them a go for a three-month period of time in this fourth quarter, because 
we have an apartment struggling with occupancy.” 

 “We just picked up the [Apartments.com] ad maybe two or three weeks 
ago, and we do have one lease that converted. But does that mean it was a 
good investment overall? I’m not sure. [Apartments.com] is pretty 
expensive, so it’s still out there whether or not it’s the best use of our funds 
in terms of marketing dollars. I just know that it’s an easy solution when 
[property management companies] are worried about occupancy or traffic.” 

 “I’m not seeing a huge amount of traffic from them [since we picked 
Apartments.com up again in the fourth quarter]. We got a premium ad, 
which is $1,300 a month.” 

 “I do have to say that I was impressed that Apartments.com used targeted 
marketing to put our community on Facebook—and I didn’t know that they 
offered that as part of the ad. So whether or not that converts to leases or 
if it works, or if people pay attention to it … it’s kind of difficult to say. But 
just in terms of exposure and driving people to your website, it might work. 
It’s really difficult to know.” 

 “RentPath, which is Apartment Guide, offered us two free months of advertising with them on a premium ad.” 
 “We did [RentPath for two free months], and on top of that we figured we’d double up with [paid advertising to] 

Apartments.com, because they tend to be highest up on any search we ever did for any community in Seattle. So 
knowing that, it seemed like they put a substantial amount of money into SEO and SEM. We figured bang for buck. … 
For this particular community, we wanted to see if [Apartments.com] drives more traffic, and we were willing to pay 
because their ads are always at the top of any search engine for the most.” 

 “From RentPath, I don’t think we’ve converted any leases at all, and we’ve had them for a month, or just over a 
month. There’s definitely been nothing overwhelming. It’s not anything better than what we were getting from 
Craigslist, which is free.” 

 “And to be honest with you, between Craigslist, Zillow and our property website, they continue to be better 
performers than either [Apartments.com or RentPath].” 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “We plan to spend less with Apartments.com, based on how much they cost. Instead, we’ll likely place our money 

into Google AdWords and PPC spend to drive traffic to our own property website.” 

We just picked up the 
[Apartments.com] ad maybe 
two or three weeks ago, and we 
do have one lease that 
converted. But does that mean 
it was a good investment 
overall? I’m not sure. … It’s still 
out there whether or not it’s the 
best use of our funds in terms 
of marketing dollars. I just 
know that it’s an easy solution 
when … worried about 
occupancy or traffic. 

Senior executive 
Multifamily group, Seattle area 
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 “When I’ve shopped our competitors [i.e., other property communities in the Seattle region] and asked them what 
they’re doing in terms of marketing dollars, they also have been doing the same thing—so spending less money on 
ILSs and putting a considerable amount into pay-per-click ads, which is mostly on Google as far as I understand it.” 

 
 
 
2) Internet Listing Service Executives 
This executive for a top ILS considers Apartments.com an industry leader, along with RentPath and Zillow. Apartments.com’s 
recent investment in website improvements is providing the rental property seeker with a strong search experience and 
superior content offering that has become its key competitive strength. Its lead-to-lease conversion also has improved. 
Continued growth is expected for Apartments.com but at a slower rate than the recent 20% to 25%. Apartments.com can 
grow beyond 30% of its target market, but market conditions will influence that. The primary challenge facing Apartments.com 
centers on its client relationships and domineering reputation. Another challenge is the changing multifamily marketing 
landscape, with the greater use of social media, SEO, SEM and properties’ own web pages. Smaller startup listing services 
are emerging and are aggressively addressing some of these new trends. The startups most likely will be acquired. Google 
still is considered the homepage for rental property hunters, and Facebook is another significant producer of traffic to ILSs 
and rental websites. Despite high occupancy levels, market conditions are positive, and new units must be advertised. 
 
 
Key Silo Findings 
Rental Property ILS Market 

- RentPath, Zillow and Apartments.com the leading ILS providers. 
- Smaller ILS startups are entering the market but will most likely be absorbed. 
- ForRent.com is struggling. 
- Market conditions are positive as new construction will bring more inventory to the market that must be advertised. 
- Market challenges include multifamily marketing’s use of social media, SEO, SEM; new competition is addressing 

some of these trends. 
Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 

- CoStar’s recent overhaul of Apartments.com has improved its search engine, content for apartment hunters, and 
lead-to-lease conversion. 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
- Apartments.com will continue to grow but not at the recent rate of 20% to 25%. 
- Apartments.com must address a lack of trust in the property management community. 

 
 

1) Sales executive with a multifamily ILS firm 

The sheer size and established profile of Apartments.com nearly ensure that it will remain a force for the foreseeable 
future. Still, the CoStar signature brand may be off-key in approaching a changing multifamily occupancy and lease 
marketing world. As more new entrants come to the fore in the ILS space and as internet search and social media 
emerge as more important avenues for exploring options, Apartments.com and its fellow dominant competitors must 
become both more client-solutions and consumer-needs focused and perhaps less marketing-oriented. One of 
Apartments.com’s biggest challenges is repairing an image of taking a dictatorial approach to the listings market. It also 
may need to be open to changes in its business model. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “The macro issues around the apartment market are positive. There’s more demand, and more people are searching 

for apartments. While occupancy continues to be at all-time highs, new construction is coming on line and needs to 
be advertised.” 

 “Zillow, CoStar and RentPath are the three main players, but we’re also seeing more smaller startups in the space. A 
lot of them are regional or maybe urban-focused. Some have aspirations of being bigger, but most will probably get 
bought eventually or go out of business if they find the niche isn’t successful. ForRent has been struggling, but most 
boats seem to be rising with the tide.” 
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 “On the consumer side, Apartments.com has clearly spent money to invest in their site to make the search 
experience better and deliver improved content. They’ve done a good job of vastly improving what they had before 
from a search standpoint.” 

 “The position where they’re weakest may be on the relationship side. The perception is that they haven’t built up a 
level of trust to expand into other areas of client services.” 

 “We’re going to see ILSs look at other ways to provide additional services, and SEO and social marketing are two 
examples. The question is whether we [ILSs] offer to help them with that and start to manage those campaigns. 
CoStar and others might look to provide those added services and become more of a marketing consultant and 
partner. That might be a logical extension to help [apartment owners] drive traffic to their properties.” 

 “They continue to spend money on the consumer ad campaign to build up the brand, but the results are still out on 
the effectiveness of that. You’d think that spending $200 million and targeting their largest competition would have 
had a bigger impact. I don’t think it’s had the intended effect.” 

 “I expect that going forward there’s going to be more effort in the ILS world to create a more segmented approach 
rather than a one-size-fits-all. There are distinct audiences: students, seniors, boomers, people with and without kids. 
That’ll be the trend. The ability to target specific types of prospective renters is becoming more and more doable. You 
can get incredibly granular and begin to target and identify them like never before.” 

 “More and more properties will be experimenting with doing their own marketing, relying on search engine marketing 
and social media to try to drive leasing and attract certain segments of the market themselves rather than relying on 
traditional ILSs.” 

 “All the research that we do shows that Google is still the homepage for everyone looking to rent an apartment. 
They’re still typing into Google search what they’re looking for, and ILSs are typically the ones that come up near the 
top of the list. And that’s where they’re starting their search.” 

 “We’re thinking about how to make the search experience more seamless, 
less of a listing service and more experiential, providing information in the 
form of more tools that will help visitors explore the communities they’re 
interested in.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “From a revenue and client-count perspective, RentPath is probably No. 1. 

And from a consumer eyeballs’ standpoint Zillow is first, and those are the 
most common measures. Overall, Apartments.com has reported that they 
continue to increase revenue and increase their client base.” 

 “Two behaviors we’re seeing are people landing at an ILS site, finding a 
community and then moving back to Google to try to find more information, 
and also more referral traffic inside Facebook than ever. They see an ad 
there, click on it and get to us through Facebook. Direct traffic to our site is 
much smaller than the overall traffic we’ll get from Google and similar 
sites.” 

 “Qualified leads are not a metric that anyone really reports on; everyone 
measures it differently internally so it’s hard to compare. But we hear that 
RentPath is delivering the highest volume of leads and that CoStar has 
improved their leads-to-lease conversion since they’ve made changes to the site. But we don’t know by how much.” 

 “We continue to see improvements in overall leads year over year, so improvements made to the Apartments.com 
site don’t look to have come at our expense. I think that speaks to the size of the market and the fact that 
consumers probably refer to three or four sites in their searches.” 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “I think they’ll continue to grow. Clients are in the process of setting budgets for 2017, and I’m guessing that they’re 

allocating money to it. I expect overall their growth will continue into next year but maybe at a slower rate than in 
2016, and fourth quarter to also be down.” 

 “Their recent growth rates of 20%, 25% will slow. That won’t be sustainable. They have the laws of numbers working 
against them, because as the denominator gets bigger, it will be harder to sustain that.” 

 “What’s interesting will be how much of their growth will be coming from advertising vs. the data products they sell 
and how much in this other category do they expand beyond that. And do they try to be in more of a consultant role 
with clients, or do they focus on selling ads and data products?” 

I think they’ll continue to grow. 
Clients are in the process of 
setting budgets for 2017, and 
I’m guessing that they’re 
allocating money to it. I expect 
overall their growth will 
continue into next year but 
maybe at a slower rate than in 
2016, and fourth quarter to 
also be down. 

Sales executive 
Multifamily ILS firm 
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 “One area where they may need to spend more time on—and I think they understand that—is on the service side. 
They need to focus on maintaining ongoing relationships with clients. They’re talking about adding more people in 
that service role in order to build on the relationships they’ve developed and make it less transactional. It’s the 
farmer part of the hunter–farmer model where you visit properties and build those relationships.” 

 “They’re maybe not as horizontal as others have been. They tend not be in a position of offering new types of 
outsourcing services that customers may want. Such as, they don’t offer reputation marketing services, and they 
haven’t established call-center services like some others have to handle inbound renter calls. This could be a 
vulnerable spot for them.” 

 “They’re made a lot of noise spending money in over-the-top ways in the B2B area, but not being consumer-focused, 
with giveaways, lavish gifts, flying clients around in private jets, entertaining customers, basically wining and dining 
the industry.” 

 “They’ve taken a bit of a bull-in-a-China-shop mentality to it, coming in with less experience and less history in the 
industry and trying to force clients into long-term contracts. The feedback has been that the approach has been 
bureaucratic and not in line with how the industry does business, and that’s rubbed some people the wrong way.” 

 “[Apartments.com] could get to north of 30% of their market, but as the economy changes on the supply side, that 
will dictate. If occupancies dip from the current 97% to 98% and get down to 95% or 96%, that will benefit us and 
others because they’ll feel more compelled to advertise. And as new supply enters the market, occupancy rates will 
dip, and the back half of 2017 might be beneficial for all of the players.” 

 
 
 
3) Industry Specialists 
These two marketing consultants focused on midsized and small multifamily properties see this market segment as shifting 
away from ILSs or as selectively using ILSs based on geographic performance. Investing in in-house websites, pay-per-click 
and advertising consulting services is trending. Also, Google AdWords is becoming mainstream and allowing this market 
segment to reduce its dependency on traditional ILSs in favor of free listings and targeted advertising. When ILSs are used, 
sites that perform well in certain areas are selected. One source said Apartments.com does provide traffic and leads that 
convert to leases. AppFolio Inc. (APPF) was discussed as offering an ILS for free, but that may be changing. 
 
 
Key Silo Findings 
Rental Property ILS Market 

- Both said the midtier and small multifamily property management concerns are shifting away from use of ILS. 
- This market segment is investing in its own websites, pay-per-click and advertising consulting services. 
- Google AdWords is becoming mainstream. 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
- 1 uses ILS on a geographic basis, going with the service that produces the most leads in a particular area. 

o Apartments.com has improved and offers ZIP code searching, which has not become the standard. 
Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 

- 1 said Google has been very disruptive, and expects it to create headwinds for Apartments.com and other ILSs. 
- 1 said the improvements and investment made in Apartments.com can pay off if increased visibility is guaranteed. 

 
 

1) Owner of a multifamily property industry consultancy 

In working with smaller properties, this source’s marketing budgets constrain the ability to spread money around with 
multiple fee-based ILSs. Selectivity is essential for properties that must keep apartments leased but at a reasonable cost. 
The shift to firmer fee-based models by sites like Apartments.com could pressure smaller clients to look to other options, 
including newcomers challenging more established ILSs and even improved and more functional property websites. 
Premium ILS packages that guarantee higher placements will exert even more pressure on properties to find alternatives. 

 
 

https://www.appfolio.com/features/marketing
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Rental Property ILS Market 
 “A number of the free online listing services are going to stop being free and start charging. To some of the larger 

communities and companies that’s not going to be a big deal, but for smaller apartment communities it may be.” 
 “Our clients are definitely using the internet more, so it’s important for them to have a good website.” 
 “If you’re using an ILS where you have to pay for a premium spot, it’s going to be more important to be at the top of 

the listings. You don’t want a situation where users have to scroll down two or three pages to find you.” 
 “Even the sites that are charging now offer premium service that allows you to be at the top of the search page. If 

you pay those additional fees you can always be at the top, but it’ll be a matter of who has the biggest dollars.” 
 “The leading sites for our clients vary depending on the market. There are areas where Apartments.com is No. 1, and 

others where ForRent.com and Apartment Guide are. Those are the main ones that I see. Some use more than one 
ILS, depending on their budget.” 

 “AppFolio is one that’s expanded their services to include an ILS, under the brand name RentLinx and 
ShowMeTheRent.com. They may be going from free to fee-based after the first of the year.” 

 “We’ve been working with communities to beef up their own websites with SEO, keywords and better visitor tracking. 
Some of the larger management companies are updating and trying to optimize the sites as much as possible.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “I’ve been very selective on which ILSs I use in working with clients. We’re looking for ones that produce qualified 

traffic that will lead to leases. We want to find the ones that are most effective in their area, for the demographic that 
they’re trying to attract. We want to find those that don’t just make the phone ring, but result in people actually 
moving in. I have several sites using Apartments.com and doing very well with it in that respect.” 

 “[Apartments.com is] good for geographic searching, where you put in the 
ZIP code of where you may be working and you get a list of apartments 
communities close by. All ILSs are doing a similar thing, so none really 
stand out from the others in terms of what they do.” 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “In the last year or so [Apartments.com has] worked hard to improve their 

position in the market, and they’ve done a lot with their site.” 
 “The research they’re providing may have value. I think it kind of depends 

on the kind of information they’re providing to determine who’s actually 
reading the reports.” 

 “They’re going to be deleting their free listings, so there’s the philosophy of 
why give something away when people want to pay for it? I haven’t seen 
that yet in my markets, but I guess it’s just a matter of time. 
Apartments.com will benefit because they think people will pay for the service, and if a company has a large budget 
they can work that in. But the program-related properties I work for will find it hard to afford $300 a month for 
marketing.” 

 “The investments they’ve made in the site can pay off if they can provide more guarantees or increase their visibility 
on the web, absolutely.” 

 
 

2) Senior consultant for a digital apartment marketing company with clients in 40-plus states 

Client resources are shifting away from Apartments.com and other listing sites to three key areas: investing in the clients’ 
own websites, paid search on Google AdWords, and marketing fees to companies like the source’s. This firm, whose 
client base is small to midsize properties, is coaxing rental properties away from Apartments.com and others. Google is 
the key disruptor in the space, and is winning much of spending that is shifting away from ILSs. 

Rental Property ILS Market 
 “The narrative of what we’re seeing is properties switching focus [from listing sites] to build up their own web 

presence—so their own website.” 
 “When a company works with [us], what they typically find is that spending that type of money on a listing service like 

Apartments.com, Apartment Guide or whatever it is … generally the ROI on that is lower than if they spend that same 
amount of money focusing on building up their own web presence. And what makes that possible is Google.” 

In the last year or so 
[Apartments.com has] worked 
hard to improve their position 
in the market, and they’ve done 
a lot with their site. 

Owner 
Multifamily property 

industry consultancy 

https://www.rentlinx.com/
https://www.showmetherent.com/
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 “Google has changed everything, including the way people look for their next apartment. So what we have found is 
that the most cost-effective way to generate more leads, and ultimately sign more leases, is to really invest in your 
own website, invest in your own Google visibility, invest in your own photography, videography.” 

 “We’ve seen across our client base a real exodus from the listing services because our clients generally don’t find 
them to be a great return on investment.” 

 “Our typical client is a management company that can have anywhere from a few properties up to 100. The average 
is from 10 to 15 properties. … One of the things that we do as a company is we really do become a marketing team 
for that company. So … they have their own internal team to build the website, the SEO.” 

 “We don’t have many clients that stay on listing services once they’ve been with us for a while, because one of the 
things we like to do is let them advertise on Google itself—Google AdWords. If they need more traffic, they can spend 
the money to do that [on Google], and if they don’t need the traffic, we don’t need to spend the money. Whereas 
typically with a listing service, you’re locked into 12-month contract; you’ve got to pay a whole bunch of money every 
month whether you need it or not, whether it’s working or not.” 

 “One of the things that listing services have against them is that while they have a fair amount of information, they 
can’t tell you everything you want to know about a property in most cases—especially not the floor plans themselves. 
And so what a lot of our clients do is that while they are on a listing service, 
the hope is that the prospect will leave the listing service website, where 
they can only find a little bit of information. Also, all the competitors are 
right on top of them. What we want is for the prospect to leave the listing 
service, get to the community’s own website, and then that’s where you 
have a lot more control over that user experience.” 

 “If you have a 400-unit property, you’re going to need a lot of traffic 
because half of your residents are going to turn every year. So in cases like 
that, it does make sense to find traffic anywhere you can get it.” 

Apartments.com’s Leads and ROI 
 “We have a client that recently cut $1,700 a month in listing services and 

will put some of that, if not all of that, into more Google advertising and 
into [paying for our consulting services].” 

 “Google lets us get more people to a [residential] community’s website, 
and that’s really the way to get more signed leases.” 

Apartments.com’s Prospects for Fourth Quarter and 2017 
 “The headwinds are going to be sewn in for the listing services. Google has been very disruptive in that it is now what 

everyone uses to find what they’re looking for. So a community doesn’t have to advertise in Apartments.com in order 
to have someone be able to find them. If you’re visible on Google, people are going to be able to find you. And 
typically, it’s much cheaper—especially per prospect—than the listing service model.” 

 “While listing services are spending millions of dollars to get people to their website, Google doesn’t have to 
advertise to get people to use Google. Everyone already uses Google. So I think that’s what [Apartments.com and 
other ILSs] are going to be up against: How do we continue to get an older business model, or being one place to go 
to find all of your apartments, when there’s actually a free, or at least inexpensive, alternative in Google, which 
people are already in the habit of using every day?” 

Other 
 “One of the things we’re seeing is that Google is really turning into more of a ‘pay to play’ environment, where the 

free, organic traffic is certainly still there, but … if you want to reach the right traffic, you’re going to have to pay 
Google AdWords.” 

 “In this industry, Google AdWords had [to date] been kind of a fringe technology. I’m not sure that’s the case 
anymore. I think it’s becoming a lot more mainstream.” 

 “Google allows you to target very precisely who you’re trying to reach. What I think we’re seeing is a move away from 
paying a whole lot of money for organic search engine optimization that you hope will work sometime in the future, 
but where you really have no guarantee, especially if Google changes their formula and algorithms again, to more of 
the value on paid traffic, where you can pay for it today, get the traffic today, and you have tremendous control over 
who you’re targeting, how much you’re paying and so on. I think that’s a trend we’ll continue to see moving forward.” 

 
 

Google has been very 
disruptive in that it is now what 
everyone uses to find what 
they’re looking for. So a 
community doesn’t have to 
advertise in Apartments.com in 
order to have someone be able 
to find them. 

Senior consultant 
Digital apartment marketing company 
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Secondary Sources 
These three secondary sources focused on apartment seekers’ declining use of ILS sites, the disruptive and increasing use of 
startup technology in the apartment marketing, leasing and management field, and the push to use Google and SEO to 
improve marketing effectiveness compared with ILS. 
 
 
Feb. 12 Rentping Media blog posting 

A social media consultant and blogger contends that ILS sites are fading in importance. Google and other search engines 
are gaining traction as the starting point for apartment seekers. Community marketers must now focus on how prospects 
will find them via search engines. 

 “J Turner Research recently produced a new study on how renters are finding their apartments. And the results are 
not good news for internet listing services.” 

 
Source: Rentping Media/J Turner Research 

 
 “Listing services, of course, are going to point out that the top two sources in that graphic are listing services. But 

don’t be fooled by that. Look at the numbers on the right showing the 2012 results and then compare it to the 
results on the right showing results from last year. Here’s how that breaks down: 

1. Rent.com fell in popularity by 13%. They lost nearly half their users, in other words. 
2. Apartments.com fell in popularity by 3%. (This is a success story, relatively speaking.) 
3. ApartmentFinder.com fell in popularity by 5%. (That’s another success story.) 
4. Craigslist fell in popularity by 6%, which is between 1/3 and 1/4 of their users. 
5. ApartmentGuide.com fell in popularity by 5%, about 1/4 of their users. 
6. ForRent.com fell in popularity by 8%, about 2/5 of their users. 
7. Finally, ‘generic internet search’ grew by 13%, meaning that more than twice as many renters 

found their apartments via generic internet search in 2015 compared to 2012.” 
 “This is a change that we have been observing in the industry for several years now and this new data from J Turner 

Research simply confirms what we have known to be true for some time. There is not a single listing service that is 
more popular with renters today than it was in 2012, Craigslist included.” 

 “If ILS’s are dying, what does the future of apartment marketing look like?” 

https://www.rentping.com/apartment-marketing-ideas-blog/internet-listing-services-apartment-websites-google
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 “23% of prospects in 2015 (up from 10% in 2012) are now beginning their search on general search engines like 
Google and Bing. From the search results page (SERP) on Google or Bing, they are then navigating to a variety of 
sites—some are listing services, but they are also going to community-specific apartment websites or company-
specific websites. In addition to that, they are also navigating to local business listings that are displayed on the 
search engine result page itself.” 

 “This means that the most important thing to understand about the future of apartment marketing is that Google 
and other search engines will be preeminent. This means that you need to think primarily about how your prospects 
will find you via Google rather than how they will find you in listing services or, heaven forbid, the local newspaper.” 

 
Sept. 4 TechCrunch article 

The apartment rental process is being disrupted by technology. Zillow and subsidiary Trulia are being joined by startup 
companies in offering higher efficiency for apartment seekers and landlords. 

 “If early innovators like Zillow and Trulia primarily entailed bringing real estate data online, newer innovators harness 
data not only to improve analytics for landlords, but also to improve efficiency for apartment seekers.” 

 “‘You really don’t have to look back more than five years and the only real option for renters searching for an 
apartment was Craigslist,’ said Matt Reilly, Director of Growth at RadPad. ‘However, the Craigslist experience just 
doesn’t cut it with today’s digital-savvy renter. More than 90 percent of people looking for their next living situation 
are searching online first and more than 60 percent are looking on mobile.’” 

 “‘As rentals become commoditized and fewer people are satisfied being tied down to static assets, a number of 
players have sought to empower potential renters in new ways. The first, and perhaps most obvious, is enabling 
rental without a broker. New York-based real estate startup Oliver, for example, launched in 2015 to serve as a 
platform that cuts out the middleman and seamlessly connects renters with apartments.’” 

 “Others have invested resources in improving the process for brokers themselves. Nestio, a residential leasing and 
marketing platform, streamlines the leasing process using cloud-based software, which enables listings to be 
shared, leads to be tracked and clients to be managed in one easy-to-use platform.” 

 “Earlier this year, Naked Apartments, a website that optimizes how brokers can proactively approach potential and 
current clients with appropriate, targeted listings, became Zillow’s fifth consumer-brand acquisition, with the shared 
goal of using data analytics to bring transparency to New York’s real estate landscape for brokers.” 

 “As agents spend less time at their desk and more time closing on rental deals via mobile applications, DotLoop has 
also focused on automating more redundant tasks by allowing agents to upload important documents, negotiate 
transactions and get bank-approved e-signatures in a single platform.” 

 “Others are playing matchmaker in different ways: by connecting potential roommates to each other. Roomi, which 
raised $4 million in seed funding led by DCM Ventures and already boasts more than 375,000 users in North 
America, as well as smaller market players like EasyRoommate, make it simpler for renters to find and connect with 
compatible roommates, whether renting an extra room in an apartment or searching together for an apartment”. 

 “RentPayment, WeWork, WeLive and Common are other star-ups offering unique services for apartment seekers.” 
 “As more user-friendly startups begin to steal market share from Craigslist, the value of disruptive innovation that 

reduces rental-market opacity has become ever clearer, and speaks to the expectations that renters, agents and 
landlords now have around enabling the rental process, primarily offline in years past, with new technologies. Even 
more incremental changes, from video walk-throughs to new ways of slicing community rental data, have begun to 
play significant roles as startups cram into the real estate market, hoping for even a small slice of a huge pie.” 

 
Aug. 9 Rental Housing Journal post 

How a rental company uses search technology to improve marketing is this post’s focus since 98% of all leases start 
online. Using paid searches on Google and AdWords, taking advantage of SEO and providing community content are the 
post’s primary suggestions. This author referred to Apartments.com as “fantastic” but a “cattle call.” 

 “These days 98 percent of all leases start with a search online. If your property is not in the search results it may as 
well not exist.” 

 “So then why are renters calling you if you are not in the search results? The answer is, you are—you just happen to 
show up via a surrogate like an apartment listing service. Services like Apartments.com are fantastic but as Hunter 
put it ‘a cattle call is not the best place to get the highest rent.’” 

 “Listing services are great but by nature they make you compete with other properties. If you want the highest rents 
and 100 percent occupancy you don’t want to compete. You want to dominate your space. That means when 

https://techcrunch.com/2016/09/04/technology-is-finally-changing-the-apartment-rental-experience/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/zillow#/entity
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/trulia#/entity
https://www.onradpad.com/
https://getoliver.com/
https://nestio.com/
http://www.nakedapartments.com/
http://dotloop.com/
https://roomiapp.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/dcm
http://www.easyroommate.com/
http://www.rentpayment.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/wework#/entity
http://welive.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/common-2#/entity
http://rentalhousingjournal.com/articles/2016/08/09/how-are-you-using-search-technology-improve-your-online-marketing-results
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someone even thinks about an apartment in your city, your property company comes up. Working with the right 
apartment SEO and certified Google AdWords specialist can help you ensure that your community dominates as 
renters look for an apartment.” 

 “One example of a manager using paid search (Google AdWords) is Mark Hunter in Austin, Texas. He found a way to 
stand out from all of the other properties rushing to lease apartments in Austin’s hippest neighborhood using search 
engine optimization (SEO) and Google AdWords without a special offer like free rent or a lower lease rate. 

 “‘I found myself questioning why my community website did not appear on Google by itself for the top keywords 
luxury renters in Austin were searching for,’ Hunter said.” 

 “So he got expert help and the results? His property went from 82 percent occupancy to 100 percent occupancy, 
with a wait list, in just 120 days using SEO and AdWords. ‘We decided we weren’t happy only being visible to Austin 
renters in the cattle-call of Internet Listing Services and that it was time for us to stand out and attract renters willing 
to sign a lease today without a concession.’” 

 
 
 

Additional research by Emily Carr and Tom Zind. 
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